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just like the city they stay in, Timmons, South Carolina, the Vesses are a relaxed version family.
John Vess, legal professional and pillar of the community, and Louise, his committed wife, have
carried out their lives seamlessly in a home that has belonged to the Vesses for generations.
Now young, lately widowed Annie Vess has come domestic to convenience her mom after the
surprising insult of he father's unexpected death. yet issues are usually not the way in which
Annie left them; Timmons is changing. A dam has flooded hundreds of thousands of acres to
create a man-made lake, Annie's cousin Mel is set to marry a guy of hugely questionable
character, her mom appears to be like relinquishing her logic (and her soul) The Laughing Place
to a born-again sentimentality, and the outdated colonel round the corner is sinking inexorably
into senility. possibly so much alarming of all, Annie's thoughts of her father, valiant The
Laughing Place defender of misplaced causes, is threatened via her discovery that he led a
double life. And Annie, for the 1st time because the dying of her husband, embarks on an
exciting - and fearsome - love affair with a compellingly mysterious man. via turns comedian and
dark, Durban's portrait of a kinfolk below siege turns into a meditation at the South's obsession
with continuity and tradition. Lyrical, wise, and achingly tender, here's a novel approximately
that position in all our hearts known as home.
I simply lingered and lingered over this as the tale and writing have been either so good. Annie
strikes again in along with her mother, Louise, after either her husband and her father die. So
we've ladies dealing with being widows and the reality emerges approximately either men, their
families, their interests, their beings. Annie strikes ahead through falling in love with Legree and
relocating again out of her youth home. Louise strikes ahead by means of discovering God.
Ultimately, the ebook is ready the truth that not anything is ever because it particularly seems,
forgiveness is key, and everybody has faults and weaknesses. I beloved Annie a lot. i'll inform
she used to be going to be okay. (A beauty thing: i didn't just like the weight of this book--too
undesirable it wasn't released in a better to regulate book.)
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